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The KMLabs Wyvern ultrafast amplifier, combined with the KMLabs XUUS4TM high$
harmonic$generation source system, provides the 1st ultra$stable, engineered, coherent EUV
beams, at flux levels enabling a broad range of applications in spectroscopy and imaging –
including at the technologically significant EUV lithography wavelength of 13.5nm (≈92eV).

1. Introduction
Just as the invention of the visible laser revolutionized science and technology, the recent
development of commercial tabletop"scale laser sources at
" in the EUV
and soft X"ray regions " will also have a transformative impact on nano and materials science and
technology. The KMlabs XUUSTM EUV source is based on high"order harmonic generation
(HHG), in which an intense high peak"power ultrafast laser is coherently and efficiently upshifted
to higher photon energies using extreme nonlinear optics.[1] When properly phase"matched, the
output HHG beams are highly spatially and temporally coherent, and perfectly synchronized to the
driving laser, making them ideal for capturing the fastest nanoscale dynamics in material, nano,
molecular and atomic systems. Indeed, KMLabs HHG sources have been used for many record"
breaking achievements, including the highest spatial resolution imaging at the 13.5nm EUV
lithography wavelength,[2,3] as well as capturing the fastest charge, spin and atomic motions in
molecular, [4] magnetic,[5,6] material,[7] and nano systems.[8,9] Moreover, depending on the
application, the HHG output can be tailored to obtain high femtosecond"to"attosecond time
resolution, or high energy/spectral resolution (30 meV/0.1 nm).[10"15]
High harmonics are generated in the ≈10 fs timescale during which an atom in a gas undergoes
field ionization by an intense femtosecond laser. However, optimally implementing an HHG
source is not simply a matter of focusing laser light into a gas jet or cell. The emission from each
individual atom has a broad dipole radiation distribution – to generate a bright HHG beam, the
emission from many atoms must add coherently, in a process called phase matching. Phase
matching ensures the highest efficiency, the best beam quality and the best control over the HHG
spectrum– in close analogy with traditional nonlinear optics. In many experiments, if the objective
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is to simply
high harmonics, optimization of phase matching is not critical. In contrast, for
more challenging real"world applications such as imaging, achieving high HHG flux is critical for
success or for dynamic imaging.
In the past, scientists often needed to spend 1"3 years constructing and implementing a HHG
source. Even then, the HHG stability and flux were often not optimized, requiring large lasers and
setups with multiple vacuum pumps, leading to instability and often preventing the best success in
a desired application.
KMLabs XUUS4™ maximizes the conversion efficiency of laser"to HHG beams through phase"
matched conversion in hollow waveguides.[16"19] Several key elements of a workhorse XUUS4™
HHG “tabletop x"ray laser” system include:
(1) An optimally"implemented, differentially"pumped, waveguide geometry for high"
harmonic generation. This ensures optimal HHG phase matching, low gas load, and a compact
setup for high stability.
(2) A robust high average power, high repetition"rate, femtosecond laser that has been
optimally designed and engineered for high HHG flux i.e. high average power, low pulse
pedestal so that all the laser power is useful, optimized pulse duration, and high beam quality.
(3) An EUV beamline delivery system engineered for excellent HHG intensity and wavefront
stability, that are critical for most applications. This minimizes losses and manages thermal
loading. This makes it possible to provide a stable, high"quality output beam for applications.
KMLabs has supplied their XUUS4TM system for several years as a fully integrated and
specified system with their DragonTM and WyvernTM ultrafast laser systems.
(4) Demonstrated ability to implement record sub"wavelength EUV imaging, as well as a host
of attosecond"resolution EUV ARPES, MOKE, COLTRIMS and VMI spectroscopies.[2,4"15]
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Figure 1. Applications of XUUS in advanced spectrosopy and imaging. (left) 1st sub"wavelength resolution
full"field imaging at short wavelengths.[2] (center) 1st method to distinguish charge scattering and screening in
materials on sub"fs time scales.[7,15] Photoemission from Cu is delayed by 100 attoseconds compared with Ni,
due to increased electron"electron scattering. (right) Detecting element" and layer"specific ultrafast spin dynamics
in magnetic materials.[5,6]
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2. EUV Flux Test Overview
An example configuration used for HHG flux testing using a NIST"calibrated vacuum diode is
shown in Figure 2. It consists of the KMLabs Wyvern, the KMLabs XUUS4TM, and a modularized
EUV imaging spectrometer beamline which is one of several of KMLabs’ standard beamline
configurations. Here we summarize the test results, and show that this configuration makes it
possible to produce ultrastable EUV output in the photon energy range up to >100 eV (~10 nm) at
flux levels that enable a broad set of scientific applications. The entire system, including the laser,
the XUUS4TM, and the beamline occupies a single modest"size optical table (~5’x10’).
2.1

KMlabs WyvernTM

The KMlabs Wyvern amplifier laser system is the only variable repetition rate amplifier in the
high energy kHz"class market i.e. suitable for driving HHG. It’s simple
design makes
it a cut above its closest competitors " that require more complex two"stage or dual"head
architectures in order to reach similar power levels. Our patented cryogenic technology eliminates
thermal lensing and heat management issues that limit the competition. The Wyvern design has
been extensively tested for reliability and robust long"term operation.
2.2

KMLabs XUUS4TM

The KMLabs XUUS4TM is a highly"engineered HHG source and beamline system that allows users
to generate coherent EUV light within a day of installation. The XUUS4TM HHG source produces
EUV light with optimal conversion efficiency, while the beamline modules dramatically simplify
the delivery of the beam to the experiment with minimum loss, maximum flexibility and wide user
customization.
This
approach lowers the
entry barrier into this
exciting
area
of
coherent
short
wavelength science and
technology.
KMLabs’s XUUS4TM
system is built on a
single
rugged
optomechanical
Figure 2. XUUS/Wyvern system test configuration. The laser beam output from
platform. It takes a a Wyvern amplifier is coupled into the KMLabs XUUS4TM. A proprietary laser
~0.1"6 mJ energy, 1" beam delivery system automatically aligns, stabilizes the pointing, focuses and
100 kHz repetition"rate couples the laser beam into the patented gas"filled hollow waveguide cartridge that
minimizes gas usage and EUV absorption. The XUUS beamline components
femtosecond (~20"40 rejects the residual laser light, enabling robust background free and calibrated HHG
fs) laser beam as the flux measurement and spectral characterization. The entire system is controlled and
input and, depending measured using a fully"integrated XUUS4TM control software and electronics.
on
the
XUUS4TM
configuration and drive laser parameters, produces bright coherent EUV beams (that can span into
the soft x"ray beam region when driven by mid"IR or intense UV lasers). In the KMLabs
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XUUS4TM, the pump laser is focused
Drive Laser Parameter
Value
into a gas"filled hollow waveguide[16"18]
Pulse energy & rep. rate:
that maintains high intensity over an
0.5 mJ @ 10 kHz
• 30 nm HHG
extended length. The XUUS4TM
3 mJ @ 3 kHz
• 13 nm HHG
incorporates a proprietary HHG
Center Wavelength
790 nm
waveguide cartridge design, as well as
Nanosecond Pulse contrast at 500:1 Pre
optimized differential pumping, to
full power
100:1 Post
reduce gas usage to a minimum "
Repetition Rate
3 to 10 kHz
allowing even expensive HHG gasses
2
Beam quality (M )
1.2 X, 1.2 Y
such as Ne, Kr and Xe to be used
Pulse Duration
37 fs
economically. Compared with a gas jet,
(measured by FROG)
the gas consumption is orders of
Beam Size (1/e2 Diameter, 2ω
ω0) 10 mm
magnitude less, and differential
Power stability
<0.5% RMS for 8hrs
pumping allows for optimization of the
target pressure while minimizing Table 1: Wyvern laser parameters used for the XUUS4TM test.
vacuum pump loading with any gas
including Helium (which requires a high ~1 atm target pressure that cannot be effectively sustained
using other configurations). Different gasses yield HHG spectra that are optimized for different
spectral regions, with Xe/Kr ideal for longer wavelengths/lower photon energies, and He best
suited for shorter wavelengths (i.e. 13.5 nm). Moreover, efficient differential pumping also avoids
re"absorption of the generated HHG light.
Since the conversion efficiency of HHG depends strongly on the laser peak intensity (i.e. short
pulse, tightly focusable beam with M2~1, minimal ASE), care is also taken to deliver the optimal
beam to the waveguide. The XUUS’s proprietary laser beam management system maintains high
positional, flux, intensity and wavefront stability of the HHG source over long"term operation (see
Figs. 3 and 4). This is achieved by a computer"assisted automatic laser beam alignment and
pointing stabilization system. It
XUUS4TM Performance using Value
also includes a convenient real"
Wyvern drive laser
time laser beam parameter
Photon Flux at 30 nm (Argon)
3.0 x1012 photons/sec/single
monitoring and logging system.
--at the source
harmonic
The result is that the pointing
Photon Flux at 13.5 nm (Helium) 3.0x1010 photons/sec/single
stability of the EUV source
--at the source
harmonic
exceeds the pointing stability
Spectral range
10eV to 50eV (Argon)
performance of the driving
25eV to 112eV (Helium)
laser— a critical requirement for
Beam Pointing stability
<10 µRad for 8 hour
reliable alignment at EUV
Power stability
<5 % RMS for 8 hour
wavelengths. The excellent long"
term and short"term stability Table 2: XUUS4TM performance, pumped by the KMLabs Wyvern.
results in the most stable and
usable HHG source implemented to"date. This allows the user to treat the source as a true tabletop
“x"ray laser,” rather than as an experiment in itself.
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3. HHG FluxTest Results
We tested the XUUS/Wyvern HHG flux in two spectral
regions:
a) The “near"EUV” HHG spectrum generated in Argon gas
with the spectrum peaked at ~42 eV (or ~35 nm wavelength);
and
b) The “deep EUV” spectrum generated in Helium gas, that
peaks at ~92eV (at the technologically important 13.5 nm
wavelength).
For the near"EUV region, the optimal pulse energy for highest
HHG flux is 0.5 mJ, while for 13.5 nm, it is 3 mJ. It is
important to note that the full energy of the Wyvern laser is
not needed for EUV generation, so that a good portion of the
output can be reserved for other purposes, such as pumping a
frequency conversion step (e.g. SHG, OPA) for pump"probe
experiments.
The measured key laser and EUV parameters are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2. To obtain a quantitative measurement of
the HHG flux, we used an EUV"sensitive CCD camera cross"
referenced to a NIST"traceable EUV photodiode, along with
beamline elements with previously"measured throughput.
The beamline test configuration and calibration methodology
are discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

Figure 3. HHG spectrum in Argon
(top) and Helium (lower) using the
Wyvern/XUUS system. (top) Using
Ar, the HHG spectrum is peaked at
30 nm (42 eV) with a spectral
bandwidth for a single harmonic
order of ~0.1nm. The flux in the
brightest 30 nm harmonic order
corresponds
to
3.0 x 1012
photons/second/harmonic at the
source. (lower) Generation of 13 nm
EUV using the Wyvern/XUUS for
HHG in He, optimized at a laser
pulse energy of 3 mJ. The HHG flux
at the 13 nm harmonic was measured
at 3.0 x 1010 photons/sec/harmonic at
the source.

The near and deep EUV spectra are shown in Figure 3, while
the EUV beam power and pointing stability is shown in
Figure 4. The shape of the EUV spectra are the result of
several factors, including the peak intensity of the laser at the
time during the pulse when the emission is bright and phase"
matched, the re"absorption of longer wavelengths by Argon
gas, and the transmission of the Al filters, which were used to
reject the fundamental laser and lower"order harmonics. The HHG flux measured at the detector
corresponds to a flux at the source of 3.0x1012 (+/"20%) photons/sec/harmonic for the 23rd
harmonic at 30 nm (hν = 42 eV). For 13.5 nm, the HHG flux measured at the detector corresponds
to a flux at the source of 3.0x1010 (+/"20%) photons/sec/harmonic at 13.5 nm (hν = 92 eV). This
flux level is already being used for record spatial resolution imaging, achieving sub"wavelength
spatial resolution of 12.5 nm at the technologically important 13.5 nm wavelength[2].
In setting"up experiments that use EUV light, the difference between the HHG flux at the source
and the flux deliverable to an experiment can be very substantial. Optical losses even in a highly"
optimized beamline correspond to a throughput typically in the range of 0.1% " 10%. The exact
value depends on the throughput of optics used to refocus or select a specific wavelength, as well
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at the throughput of the thin"film filters used block any visible/NIR light (necessary when using
detectors such as CCD’s that are sensitive to all wavelengths).
!
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Summary and Conclusions

Intensity
(photons/s)

y Pointing Error
( rad)

x Pointing Error
( rad)

These test results provide an
100
300
example of the performance when
0
200
0.43 rad RMS x pointing stabililty
the KMLabs WyvernTM is used to
TM
100
100
drive the KMLabs XUUS4 . As
200
0
the 1st commercial high"harmonic
1.91 rad RMS y pointing stabililty
TM
300
100
source, the XUUS4 represents a
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
revolutionary advance – bringing
1.6E+10
visible laser stability into the EUV
1.2E+10
3.3% RMS power stability
region for the first time. This in
8.0E+09
4.0E+09
turn is enabling revolutionary
0.0E+00
coherent microscopes based on
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
Time (hours)
tabletop HHG beams, that can
very accurately extract nanoscale Figure 4. Stability of the output of the XUUS4TM output over a 14"
materials properties – including hour period, for HHG centered at 13 nm using Helium gas. The
elemental/chemical,
magnetic, source exhibits excellent power and beam pointing stability.
electronic, elastic and transport
properties. Moreover, by harnessing the exquisite coherence of HHG beams, the measurement
limits for probing atomic, molecular, nano and materials systems can be dramatically advanced in
both space and time, while significantly enhancing the sensitivity.
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Appendix A: EUV flux measurement methodology
To accurately measure HHG flux,
KMLabs used the beamline
configuration as shown in Figure
5. There are many possible pitfalls
in the accurate measurement of Figure 5: Modular beamline used for the EUV spectrum and flux
HHG flux"" primary among them measurments described here. 2x VBS modules reject ~95% of the
is to block
background light 800nm light, while reflecting ~50% of the EUV light. The VTM
from impinging on the detector, toroidal mirror module refocuses the light onto the detector. The filter
both at the fundamental driving wheels holds metal filters to reject any residual 800nm light and lower
harmonic orders, while the grating module disperses the spectrum.
laser wavelength of 800 nm, and at
harmonic wavelengths that are within the detection range of the detector, but outside range of
wavelengths that are spectrally resolved.
Element
Throughput at
KMLabs has developed rigorous procedures
35 nm
that protect against false measurements. In the
VBS (2X), IR EUV beam separator ~70% each
module, to absorb 800 nm while
most rigorous process, the aggregate flux in an
reflecting EUV.
HHG beam is measured using a NIST"
Aluminum filters (2X), 1000 nm
calibrated photodiode, with the spectrum
and 200 nm thick, to block 800 1.8% (1000 nm)
subsequently dispersed onto a CCD to allow
nm light as well as lower 20% (200 nm)
for the flux per harmonic order to be
harmonic orders.
determined.
A toroidal refocusing mirror
~70%
Diffraction grating (+1 order)

~16%

Total beamline throughput

0.02%

Total beamline throughput
without metal filters

5.5%

Table 3: Beamline configuration and throughput for
measurements of near EUV spectrum around 35 nm.
Beamline throughput w/o metal filters is also estimated
here as many experiments are not IR sensitive such as
photoemission microscopy and spectroscopy.

In this set of measurements, the CCD detector
was cross"calibrated at KMLabs with the
NIST"calibrated
diode,
with
flux
measurements determined using the CCD.
Different spectral regions are calibrated using
slightly different beamline configurations. For
example, in the spectrum of Figure 3, the
spectrum from 30"50 nm is isolated using the
configuration as outlined in Table 3.

Two filters are used to avoid any 800 nm
leakage through small pinholes that are inevitably present in any thin metal filter. Furthermore,
since the throughput of these filters decreases with time due to oxidation, a series of three filters
is employed in"line. Any two of these is sufficient to block out"of"band radiation, allowing the
aggregate transmision of each filter over the spectral region of interest to be accurately measured.
The dispersed spectrum is characterized with the CCD, with the flux in a single spectral peak
estimated by the integrated counts measured on this detector, previously cross"referenced to the
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flux measured using a NIST"calibrated diode. A
flux at the source can then be backed"out taking
into account the beamline efficiency.
For the 13.5 nm spectral measurement, the
beamline parameters are given in Table 4.

Element
VBS (2X)

Throughput at
13.5 nm
~70% each

Zirconium filters (2X)

Toroidal refocusing mirror

18% (200 nm)
16% (200 nm)
~70%

Diffraction grating (+1 order)

~28%

Total beamline throughput

0.28%

Total beamline throughput
without metal filters

10%

Table 4: Beamline configuration and
throughput for measurements of near EUV
spectrum around 13.5 nm. Beamline throughput
w/o metal filters is also estimated here as many
experiments are not IR sensitive, such as
photoemission microscopy and spectroscopy.
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